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1) What have you learned about yourself as a reader and writer this semester?

I have learned about myself as a reader that I still need to reread more than twice just to

make sure that I fully understand the article or the story. And I realize to about myself as

a writer that I also need to improve on my grammar because I sometimes in my essay

and paragraph most of the time it doesn’t fully make sense and there are times I ask

people to read my paragraph or essay and they tell there is a lot of grammar issue on

the essay or paragraph and i should rewrite and when i'm thinking I should type what i'm

thinking that is related to the article.

2) How have you changed or developed as a reader and writer this semester?

I have changed as a reader when I don’t know a word from the article or the

story. I always search up the word that is new to me because back then I never did that

and I also developed the ability to ask people if the essay sounds good

3) Discuss what you learned in this class and how you might transfer this knowledge to

other writing tasks, assignments, or situations either in college or in your community.

I have learned from this class that when a classwork and homework was due by

date it had to be submitted by that day and time and could’t be submitted another time

so I learned to always be alert and aware when it was due. And I want to change it up

because I either wait until the last minute to submit the work and it will be a mess like

rushing over the work and not getting a good grade so on forward I’m going to fix that by

turning in my work in time and start the work when it is available to start.

4) In the course of your reflection, quote your own writing from each of the three major

assignments. Choose quotes that illustrate something about your writing, the

assignment, or the genre, and explain why you have included these particular examples

of your writing. The

reason why I choose public service announcement that is my genre because it fits in my

question because it would be a smart way to make as a public service announcement

because everyone should hear about it because it can change someone life forever and

living better life.




